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OPEN SPACES BY APRIL ANDERSON
April Anderson
is a naturalist and
freelance writer who
can be contacted at
team.nature.ed@
gmail.com.

Forest bathing programs in our area can range
from 20 minutes online to 2½ hours in person.
Unscripted experiences each season make every
program unique. For ANFT Guide Linda Karlen
and Cook County Forest Preserves Naturalist
Amy Julian, these experiences led them to become
facilitators.
Karlen, an educator who attended her first forest bathing session over a decade ago, reminisces.
“Ten minutes into the walk, it connected some
dots in my life and I thought, part of me grew
up with nature and part of me has taken it to a
different level with this practice.” Inspired by the
A view from Grassy Lake Trail where it runs past Lake Barrington Village Hall. A Great Blue Heron looks in Flint Creek
for a meal at this portion of the 5.6 miles of gravel and mowed grass trails. You can park at the Village Hall lot or
enter the Grassy Lake Trail parking lot at 23900 W. Kelsey Road.

Prescription Shinrin-Yoku
THE BARRINGTON AREA OFFERS AN ABUNDANCE OF BEAUTIFUL
PARKS AND FOREST PRESERVE TRAILS TO TAKE IN A HEALTHY
DOSE OF NATURE

S

HINRIN-YOKU (literally translated as
“forest bathing”) began in the late 1980s
to address increasing rates of physical and

a prairie or by a pond—Li believes phytoncides

mental health challenges in Japan. Estimating that

with a group of adults he studied before and after a

most people spend over 93% of their time indoors
(6% of which is in a car), Dr. Qing Li, author of
“Forest Bathing: How Trees Can Help You Find
Health & Happiness” linked a lack of connectivity
with the natural world to negative feelings about
life. Li describes shinrin-yoku as “a bridge for
opening the senses” to lower stress, reduce de-

(essential oils released from plants) may improve
immune function based on research he conducted

experience, Karlen decided to take the intensive
eight-day training, become Wilderness First Aidcertified, and complete a six-month practicum
with a mentor to attain her ANFT credential in
2017. Karlen then went on to serve as a forest
therapy guide at Moraine Hills State Park and Volo
Bog Natural Area.

...........................................
Every experience has really been
powerful for me. – AMY JULIAN
...........................................
The path was different for Julian. An experienced naturalist, Julian researched forest bathing
activities and applied what she learned as a facili-

three-day, two-night forest bathing trip.

tator after attending a professional development

Join a Group or Go on Your Own

“one of the most beautiful experiences I’ve had

Imagine what it’s like to be a big bluestem grass. You
can move with the grass. Take a look at it up close.
What I thought when I looked at the grass was that
it was the same, but when I looked closely, I noticed

conference that yielded what Julian describes as
with nature”. After being instructed to “go off and
find a spot that feels right, I walked over to an
area that was calling to me and saw a coyote pup,”
Julian recalls. Sharing a sense of mutual wonder,

pression, improve cardiovascular health, support

[each plant] was different. It’s amazing! When I got

“we got to experience this moment together”. Ju-

memory, reduce anger, and promote happiness.

up close, I was feeling it instead of analyzing it. –

lian weaves forest bathing into the program mix

Linda Karlen, Certified Association of Nature &

offered at Little Red Schoolhouse Nature Center

Forest Therapy (ANFT) Guide.

in Willow Springs.

While forest bathing can take place anywhere—
via video, through a window, on a back porch, in
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A view of Penny Road Pond in Barrington Hills.
“Shinrin-yoku practice is simply about offering

A Safe Space

people another pathway to reconnect with nature,”

“I think one of the really great things is that nature

ANFT Founder and Director M. Amos Clifford

doesn’t put any pressure on us to be a certain way,”

said. “We need those reminders and we need to

says Karlen. “We use invitations so people feel

bring ourselves back to that connection,” concurs

open or connected with nature.” From the invita-

Karlen.

tion to get close to big bluestem at the beginning of

...........................................

this article to those designed to bring participants

The forest is the therapist. The
guide opens the door.

participants brought to tears as they move through

– M. AMOS CLIFFORD

...........................................

closer to trees, both Karlen and Julian have seen
grief. “It’s a safe space,” says Julian. “Everybody is
coming for healing in some way or just to experience it.”

people, the virtual program placed trees and sky
on a screen with Julian’s voice inviting participants
to leave the cares of the world behind as they
observed the video, listened for sounds of nature,
and became conscious of their breathing.
While most forest bathing activities are designed for adults, Julian is developing offerings
for children, couples, families, and youth groups
that will strengthen their connections with local
natural areas. Each adventure will offer new opportunities for renewal and discovery in a way that
each eager participant can appreciate and enjoy.

Before COVID-19, Karlen would wrap up her
ANFT Director of Training Ben Page adds “we

sessions with a ceremonial tea using edible plants

wander with the sole intention to notice our inter-

like the ones found in the natural areas where she

connectedness with this world and to fall in love

led these experiences as “a reminder that we need

with this moment”. Forest bathing guides spend

to be connected with nature”. As the tea steeped,

time at the sites where they facilitate their programs

participants would gather in a circle to enjoy

to become familiar with them even though their

fellowship. Julian observed that smaller groups

experiences cover less than a mile over the course

would experience more authenticity during the

of 1½-2½ hours. Beginning with introductory

sharing experience.

activities that allow participants to turn off technol-

Offering her first forest bathing program

ogy and transition to a place where they are open

online in June, Julian had over 600 views within

to exploring their surroundings with their senses,

the first week the opportunity was posted on Face-

guides invite rather than demand participation.

book. Markedly shorter and accessible to more

Tips for Forest Bathing: No soap
needed! Forest bathing involves immersion in nature and can be enjoyed
year-round. Be prepared. Know and
avoid hazardous plants and wildlife,
dress for the weather, and be sure to
bring food and water. Find a spot to
sit and take some time to be in that
moment. “Deep breathing is key,”
says Julian. Do not use forest bathing
to replace prescribed treatments.
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